
The search for the 
right solution
We tried a tool that had similar featuresbut was a heavy and complex 
product. The othersolution was missing simplicity, had a steep
learning curve and had to be manuallymaintained from a code level.
What attracted us to Mine was theautonomy of the platform. 
Incoming andoutgoing requests stream seamlessly tothe admin. The 
look and feel of the adminwas a big incentive on top of the little to
no learning curve it needed to use all the features. Our privacy 
operations received value almost instantly! 

Implementation
It was simple, with a single person from ourteam onboarding the 
entire platform! TheMine team walked us through the modulesand 
first-time setup. Everything was easy tofind and use. Mine also has 
excellentdocumentation to reference that madeeverything easy and 
seamless.

Business Impact
 Our privacy handling time was significantly saved by migratingto 

Mine. Mine's integrations and workflowstreamlined our entire 
DSAR process, and the implementation of the scalable Cookie 
Control was easy to do without the need for code revisions.

 Mine has given us peace of mind when it comes to being 
compliant and on track with the evolving regulatory privacy 
landscape while saving us a lot of administrative time

 We are proud of the privacy experience that we are able to 
provide to our customers, from the self-serve privacy center to 
faster response time to DSAR requests.
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The need
 Administer all incoming privacy requests in asingle place.

 Have a scalable solution in place whenpolicies change for data regulations 
(CCPA, CPRA, GDPR).

 Automate workflows and connectintegrations with PII data.

 Find an all-in-one tool that fits ourbudget.

 Choose a partner with excellent response time and an openchannel for feedback.

The challenge
Previously, we used OneTrust. It was very complex to administer andmaintain. 
Completing a single DSARrequest took many steps and was verytime-consuming. 
It wasn’t always clear what the customer experience was likeduring the workflow. 
Automations werepossible but very difficult to set up. The day-to-day process was 
very similar toMine, but Mine just does it better, faster, and with a more intuitive UI.

“We needed an easy-to-use,automated tool 
andworkflow for the DSAR process.”

Mike Salvati

Digital Product Manager

Favorite features?
Everything!- DSAR Handling is the most usedand appreciated- 

Integrations are the heart of thisworkflow system and make all the
difference. The Mine team hasworked with us to customize 

integrations that provided us with a reallypositive and time-saving 
experience.
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"The Data Inventory givesus a great 
bird’s-eye viewof 'PII data sources."

"Behind every great platform are great people. Mine 
has continuedto support us in ensuring we are 

satisfied with the Platform.   

Theircommunication is next level, and they have 
shown repeatedly totruly care about our feedback. 
Mine is not just a platform to payfor and use but a 

strategic partner in Privacy compliance."

Want to learn more about 
?

Book a DemoRead G2 reviews

http://Olukai.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/saymine/
https://business.saymine.com/schedule
https://www.g2.com/products/mine-privacyops/reviews

